GIA Publications

AFTER THE RAIN
Jeanne Cotter
Jeanne Cotter mingles original works with beautiful renditions of the best of Taizé,
Marty Haugen, Michael Joncas, and David Haas as well as traditional favorites

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

ARISE, COME TO YOUR GOD
FORTY-SEVEN GELINEAU SETTINGS OF THE REVISED GRAIL PSALMS
This collection of Gelineau psalm settings is a significant resource for celebrations of
the Mass, the Liturgy of the Hours, or any worship experience that includes the Liturgy
of the Word. Some of the antiphons are drawn from the Lectionary for Mass, many
are taken from the Liturgy of the Hours, while other antiphons are drawn from the
Simple Gradual, making these versatile psalm settings suitable to accompany
entrance and communion processions as well.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound

While psalms are traditionally understood as song for cantor and assembly
performance, this collection explores many choral possibilities. Depending upon the
choice of antiphon, and using one or more of the choral approaches outlined in the
introduction to this collection these psalms can become highly satisfying choral
literature.

Rights: World(Exclusive)

For almost sixty years, the Grail-Gelineau psalm system remains as appealing today
as when it first appeared. Once you delve deeper into this system of chanting, you are
likely to discover a level of artistic beauty not commonly experienced in singing the
psalms.
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Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk

AS NIGHTTIME FALLS
HYMNS, PSALMS AND PRAYERS TO END THE DAY
The service of Compline derives its name from the Latin word completorium
meaning “completion.” It is a prayer of quietness and reflection, and is most
effective following the completion of one’s daily work. Compline is perhaps the
easiest prayer to add to your daily prayer life as it takes place right before
bedtime.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound

As Nighttime Falls&#8239;is an attempt to bring the richness of Compline Prayer to
a wider audience. This collection contains one complete compline service for each
day of the week. Each prayer lasts about 15–20 minutes and includes an
introduction, an examination of conscience, a hymn, psalmody, a scripture
reading, a responsory, the Canticle of Simeon, a concluding prayer, and a
blessing.

Rights: World(Exclusive)

Finally, each day concludes with the beautiful antiphon to the Blessed Virgin Mary,
“Salve Regina.”
As Nighttime Falls&#8239;can be used to end youth retreats, Marriage Encounter
weekends, parish missions, and other evening events. The companion 2-CD set
contains seven complete compline
Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound

THE CANTOR'S ART
AS FOUND IN THE GIA QUARTERLY
This fantastic resource gathers the best wisdom from master cantors experienced in
drawing an assembly into God’s presence through music. You’ll discover the ins and
outs of vocal technique, body language, and microphone use as well as spiritual
prayer and insights into the poetry of the psalms. Taken from the last twenty-five
years of articles appearing in the&#8239;GIA Quarterly, The Cantor’s Art&#8239;is a
sure way to learn how to grow as an artist, musician, and minister of sung prayer.

THE CANTOR'S BOOK OF GOSPEL
ACCLAMATIONS - VOLUME 1

Rights: World(Exclusive)

Various gospel acclamations with verses to contemporary and traditional psalm tones
for use throughout three-year cycle of Sundays, solemnities, and feasts of the Lord.
Cantor, Acc, some optional harmonies.

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk
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Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound

CANTOR'S BOOK OF GOSPEL
ACCLAMATIONS - VOLUME 2

Rights: World(Exclusive)

The Cantor’s Book of Gospel Acclamations has been a mainstay of Catholic worship
for over 15 years. Now, volume two provides gospel acclamations and verses for
some of the most popular new and revised Mass settings from our hymnals
Worship—Fourth Edition and Gather— Third Edition.
Included is the gospel acclamation from best-selling Mass of Joy and Peace by Tony
Alonso along with those from Mass of Creation and Storrington Mass by Marty
Haugen, Missa Pacem by L. Randolph Babin, Unity Mass, Norah Duncan IV,
Glendalough Mass by Liam Lawton, and Alleluias from the Taizé Community.
We’ve done all the work for you. No more writing out the gospel verse for your
cantors. The attractive and dignified cover makes it suitable for liturgical use.
Proclaiming the gospel acclamation has never been easier!

A CAPPELLA CAROLS FOR SIDEWALK
CAROLERS
A collection of 15 Christmas carols and songs of the season for unison or SATB use.
Perfect for strolling carolers, holiday parties, family gatherings.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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CHILD OF WONDER
Marty Haugen

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Hardback

Best-selling composer Marty Haugen's "Child of Wonder" is one of the most
beloved of all his songs. Written for the baptism of his godson, the lyrics celebrate
the sacredness of human life and delight in the lives of children.
Now in this wonderful book, prepared in collaboration with Marty Haugen, artist
Stephen Nesser accompanies the lyrics with scenes of birth and new life rituals
from faith traditions and cultures around the world and then shows these growing
children as they play together to form community. The vibrant illustrations are a
perfect compliment to Haugen's inspired poetry.
Included with the volume is a link to a free mp3 download of the song;as well as
the full notation of "Child of Wonder" for families who wish to sing as they page
through the beautiful paintings. This is truly a book infused with
meaning—something for children and families everywhere to cherish.

Rights: World(Exclusive)

COLOURS
MUSIC FOR SOLO PIANO
Chris de Silva
From composer and pianist Chris de Silva comes this stunning collection of
exquisite music for solo piano. Fresh arrangements of beloved tunes evoke
unexpected moments of beauty and grace. Original compositions reveal a depth of
faith and a mastery of the keyboard in ways that give voice to all the colors of life.
Let the recording lead you into deep personal prayer and meditation. Let the
carefully crafted music be an invitation to share this music in your church as
preludes and meditations throughout the liturgical year. This collection will pull you
in from the first notes and carry you to the last.
Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk
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COLOURS 2
MUSIC FOR SOLO PIANO

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

Following the well-received first volume of Colours, Chris de Silva offers another
installment in this popular collection of programmatic pieces, with original
composition material as well as arrangements of hymn tunes and contemporary
classics. The intended expressive, reflective qualities of many of the settings,
including “Wondrous” and “Benediction,” are palpable, although ample
consideration is provided for rhythmic, energetic moods as well—such as in
“Triumph” or “Manna”! Performer and listener alike will be captivated by the
creativity with which de Silva weaves melodic material throughout the music, with
fresh harmonic tones and rhythmic treatment. The end result is truly a rich palette
of colors!

Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

COME GATHER AND WORSHIP - VOLUME 1
TEN PIANO SOLOS BY MARK HAYES BASED ON GIA CLASSICS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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COMING HOME
Jeanne teams up with her brother Richard to record a worthy successor to her first
album for solo piano, After the Rain.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk
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THE COMPLETE CHORAL WARM-UP
SEQUENCES
A COMPANION TO THE CHORAL WARM-UP
James Jordan
Jesse Borower

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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The Complete Choral Warm-Up Sequences represents the first truly
pedagogically sequenced collection of choral warm-ups in print and the
culmination of work begun three decades ago by Frauke Haaseman and James
Jordan. The goal of these twenty sequenced choral warm-ups is to build vocal
technique and enduring musical skill in ensembles, regardless of age or
experience.
By synthesizing the most essential elements of the best-selling book The Choral
Warm-Up, authors James Jordan and Jesse Borower assemble a practical and
easy-to-use resource for conductors and teachers.
The warm-up sequences provide a daily “diet” of vocal technique development
based on the latest research in voice science coupled with exercises to develop
intonation and audiation according to the principles of Edwin E. Gordon’s Music
Learning Theory.
This package includes a book for conductors, a book for accompanists, and links to
important online audio and video downloads. Written in an easy-to-use format for
choral conductors, this valuable resource is a rich collection of cutting-edge
pedagogy and the latest in voice science. Features include:
An introduction and concise overview of choral and vocal pedagogy
Vocal exercises composed within a harmonic context, designed to strengthen each
singer’s audiational skill while training legato, register consistency, range
extension, and more
Concise descriptions of what to listen for in each exercise and solutions to remedy
common vocal issues
Aural Immersion Exercises that will quickly attune an ensemble to the modality
needed for any repertoire
Chants that will heighten both the essential musicianship of each singer and the
sensitivity of the ensemble as a whole
Entire warm-up sequences designed to prepare a stylistically appropriate sound
for multiple genres while developing real and enduring vocal and musical skill

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk

DISCOVERING CHANT
TEACHING MUSICIANSHIP AND HUMAN SENSIBILITIES THROUGH
CHANT
James Jordan

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Hardback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Discovering Chant&#8239;asks conductors, teachers, and music educators to
reconsider the use of plainchant as an essential pedagogy for teaching intonation,
phrasing, and understanding of musical line—while building community within an
ensemble.
This revolutionary pedagogical application uses chant for teaching aural
awareness and a natural and intuitive understanding of musical line. The
pedagogy was borne out of the Westminster Choral Institute at Oxford, where
chant has become a part of the daily regimen of the Grammy-nominated
Westminster Williamson Voices. James Jordan incorporates this pedagogy into
the daily warmups of his choirs.
Collaborating with James Whitbourn and Isabella Burns, this book provides the
philosophical and pedagogical foundation for this method. The enclosed CD
demonstrates the performance of chants for study by conductors.
Discovering Chant:
Explains how chant develops ensemble musicianship
• Provides understanding of building intuitive musical phrasing for ensembles at
all levels
• Develops music reading skills
• Sharpens listening skills
• Teaches ensemble intonation
• Provides an aural model with the CD for conductors to learn chant
• Connects and validates music learning theories of the past 50 years

THE ECUMENICAL GRAIL PSALTER SINGING VERSION
In 2010 the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments
granted a recognitio to&#8239;The Revised Grail Psalms. This translation was
prepared as a liturgical translation intended for use in the Roman Catholic Liturgy.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Within a year of its publication, Christian leaders from groups beyond the Roman
Catholic Communion expressed appreciation for certain aspects of The Revised
Grail Psalms, particularly the poetic quality of the text and the sprung rhythm
which facilitates recitation, chant, and musical settings of the texts. They further
inquired if we might consider publishing another edition of&#8239;The Revised
Grail Psalms, focusing more directly on the original Hebrew while yet seeking a
more inclusive final text of the sort preferred in the current worship of their
respective communions. Thus&#8239;The Ecumenical Grail Psalter&#8239;came to
be.

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk
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ENCOUNTER
FROM THE HEART OF POPE FRANCIS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

By his words and actions, Pope Francis compels the global Church to a radically
renewed personal encounter with Jesus Christ. Encounter: From the Heart of Pope
Francis is a performance piece that animates this call in song, story, and prayer,
inviting all Christians to risk stepping toward Jesus in both the blessing and the
bruising of daily life.Encounter takes us to the front lines of God’s field hospital,
calling us to a revolution of tenderness in a world desperate for healing, wholeness
and hope.
This full score contains all of the music for the Encounter performance piece for use
in connection with the script (G-9616S), which includes all spoken text and staging
directions. However, the music in this edition is also useful for liturgical celebrations
and other occasions throughout the year.

Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

ENCOUNTER - SCRIPT EDITION
FROM THE HEART OF POPE FRANCIS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

By his words and actions, Pope Francis compels the global Church to a radically
renewed personal encounter with Jesus Christ.&#8239;Encounter: From the Heart
of Pope Francis is a performance piece that animates this call in song, story, and
prayer, inviting all Christians to risk stepping toward Jesus in both the blessing and
the bruising of daily life. Encounter takes us to the front lines of God’s field
hospital, calling us to a revolution of tenderness in a world desperate for healing,
wholeness and hope.
This full score contains all of the music for the Encounter performance piece for
use in connection with the script (G-9616S), which includes all spoken text and
staging directions. However, the music in this edition is also useful for liturgical
celebrations and other occasions throughout the year.

Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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FIVE PSALMS FOR THE COMMUNION
PROCESSION
Contents: Taste And See -&#8239;My Soul Is Thirsting -&#8239;The Lord Gave
Them Bread From Heaven -&#8239;I Will Take The Cup Of Salvation -&#8239;The
Hand Of The Lord

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Miscellaneous print
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

GATHERED TO WORSHIP - VOLUME 3
ORGAN MUSIC BASED ON HYMN TUNES
This third installment in the&#8239;Gathered to Worship&#8239;organ series, has 25
new titles arranged by some of today’s finest composers of organ music. This volume
contains classic hymn tunes—many composed in the nineteenth century—and also a
good sampling of folk melodies. From the setting of laudate dominum in a Baroque
style, to the contemplative meditation on southwell, to the energetic fanfare of lauda
anima, and triumphant toccata on thaxted, this collection and its preceding volumes
are essential for the library of every church organist!

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk
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GATHERING THE GIFTS: BUILDING A
PROGRAM
AS FOUND IN THE GIA QUARTERLY

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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How do you build a strong and sustainable parish music program? Or, how do you
strengthen and grow the one you already have, seeking out and calling forth the gifts
of the people you serve?
The responsibilities and skill sets required of those who serve as directors of music
ministries in our parishes go far beyond just being excellent musicians. We are
musicians--but we are also event planners, administrators, liturgists, leaders of
prayer, recruiters, teachers, and visioners. We work with children and adults,
volunteers and professionals, at every age and level. We celebrate with families at
weddings and baptisms, we mourn with them as they lay a loved one to rest. Many of
us do it all in multiple languages. Most importantly, we combine all these to build
healthy programs, designed to live and grow and meet the needs of the communities
we serve.
The articles in this book are collected from over 25 years of the GIA Quarterly
magazines, and they address the many layers of how we gather the gifts of our
communities and build healthy music programs. They include articles on choir and
cantor recruiting, working with children and youth, navigating bilingual liturgies,
funeral choirs, wedding ministry, summer choirs, and much more.

HABITS OF A SUCCESSFUL CHOIR DIRECTOR
Habits of a Successful Choir Director&#8239;presents effective teaching principles and
provides a practical approach to everyday issues choir directors face. Building on the
successful Habits series, Eric Wilkinson and Scott Rush have created a practical guide
to all aspects of a successful choral program, including:
Program organization and management
Teaching the components of singing
Rehearsal strategies and ensemble fundamentals
Music literacy and repertoire selection
Strategies for assessment
The significance of music making
Additional sections address musicianship, classroom management, working with
parents and colleagues, the importance of warm-up time, building student leadership,
professional development, field trips, fundraising, schoolwide scheduling, developing a
mission statement, and quality of life issues.
This is a comprehensive book that will exponentially inspire as teaching skills grow. It
will serve as a constant and essential companion throughout the career of any choir
director.

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk

HANDBOOK FOR CANTORS, REVISED
EDITION
Diana Kodner Gokce

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

“The work of the cantor cannot be done in isolation from other liturgical ministries.
This includes in particular the way the cantor works with the ‘living stones,’ God’s
holy people assembled for prayer…” (from the Foreword to the 3rd edition).
For three decades, Diana Kodner Gökçe’s Handbook for Cantors has been a gold
standard for singers seeking to grow in their skills as musicians and ministers. This
book presents a thorough outline of the overall ministry of the cantor—from a
deeper understanding of the theology and vocation of the ministry to an examination
of the practical nuts and bolts of gesture, vocal technique, and music theory.
In this third edition, Diana has significantly expanded the content to embrace not
only the cantor but also the formation and skill-building of those other singing
ministers too often overlooked: the priest and the deacon. This edition, in addition to
expanded sections on gesture, liturgical flow, teaching music to the assembly, and
the singing of psalmody, devotes an entire chapter to the chants of the priest and
deacon. It includes a user-friendly approach to chanting the gospels, the formulas for
chanting presbyteral prayers, an overview of some of the important chants for Holy
Week, and much more. This is a comprehensive resource on singing the liturgy that
no cantor or music minister should be without.

I WILL BRING YOU HOME
SONGS OF PRAYER, STORIES OF FAITH, REFLECTIONS ON 40 YEARS OF
LITURGICAL COMPOSITION
David Haas
I Will Bring You Home&#8239;brings together in one place a tremendous collection
of story, humor, and history. Within these pages we hear testimony from one of the
most prolific and best-known composers in Roman Catholic worship today. David
Haas has been putting music on the lips of the people of God for over four decades,
and this book tells the story of how much of that music came to be. Here, in David’s
own words, we hear the stories behind over 130 of his best-loved songs—how he
came to write them, what they have meant to him and to others, and what was in his
heart at the time of their creation.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk
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INNOVATIVE WARM-UPS FOR THE
VOLUNTEER CHOIR - DIRECTOR'S EDITION
CREATIVE CONCEPTS TO IMPROVE CHORAL SOUND
Michael Kemp

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

Here are 34 engaging choral warm-ups designed to improve your choir's sound and
increase the singers' musicianship. Internationally respected conductor and clinician
Michael Kemp brings his many years of experience and success in building choral
programs to creating this resource for choirs of all ages.&#8239;
Innovative Warm-Ups for the Volunteer Choir&#8239;offers purposeful, creative
exercises that are simple to learn and fun to sing. The unique two- to four-part
vocalises also develop refinement in intonation and choral balance. By using these
warm-ups in your rehearsals, your choir members will continually acquire
techniques to improve their vocal ability and become more confident musicians.

Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

INNOVATIVE WARM-UPS FOR THE
VOLUNTEER CHOIR - SINGER'S EDITION
CREATIVE CONCEPTS TO IMPROVE CHORAL SOUND
Michael Kemp

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback

Here are 34 engaging choral warm-ups designed to improve your choir's sound and
increase the singers' musicianship. Internationally respected conductor and clinician
Michael Kemp brings his many years of experience and success in building choral
programs to creating this resource for choirs of all ages.&#8239;[Text Wrapping
Break][Text
Wrapping Break]Innovative
Warm-Ups
for the
Volunteer
Choir&#8239;offers purposeful, creative exercises that are simple to learn and fun to
sing. The unique two- to four-part vocalises also develop refinement in intonation and
choral balance. By using these warm-ups in your rehearsals, your choir members will
continually acquire techniques to improve their vocal ability and become more
confident musicians.

Rights: World(Exclusive)
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JUBILATE DEO
The Second Vatican Council in the&#8239;Constitution of the Sacred Liturgy, added
the following reminder to its exhortation that vernacular languages should have a
suitable place in liturgical celebrations: “It should be arranged that the faithful can
say or sing together in Latin those parts of the Ordinary of the Mass that belong to
them.”

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

The Supreme Pontiff Paul VI followed this trend of thought in recent times. He often
expressed two desires: that Gregorian Chant with its pleasing melody might
accompany and support the Eucharistic celebrations of the people of God; that the
voices of the faithful might resound in both the Gregorian Chant and the
vernacular.
This book is a collection of some of the simpler melodies. These are the ones that
the faithful...can sing together.

JUBILATE DEO - ACCOMPANIMENT
The Second Vatican Council in the&#8239;Constitution of the Sacred Liturgy,
added the following reminder to its exhortation that vernacular languages should
have a suitable place in liturgical celebrations: “It should be arranged that the
faithful can say or sing together in Latin those parts of the Ordinary of the Mass
that belong to them.”

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

The Supreme Pontiff Paul VI followed this trend of thought in recent times. He
often expressed two desires: that Gregorian Chant with its pleasing melody might
accompany and support the Eucharistic celebrations of the people of God; that the
voices of the faithful might resound in both the Gregorian Chant and the
vernacular.
This book is a collection of some of the more simple melodies. These are the ones
that the faithful...can sing together.

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk
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KNOWN UNKNOWNS
100 CONTEMPORARY TEXTS TO COMMON TUNES

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Most of the tunes found in Known Unknowns will be well known to people who have
some familiarity with hymns and folk songs.
The unknown factor is the texts. Some have appeared in previous Iona publications
to known tunes; some to dedicated, original tunes. Almost fifty percent of the texts in
Known Unknowns have never appeared in a hymnal or song book. The texts
represent a wide gamut of subject matter, from psalm paraphrases to songs about
ecology, abuse, money, depression, and delight. They are intended for churches
where there is no musician, churches where there is a reticence to sing new songs,
or churches where the praise of God has been kept separate from the concerns of
the world.
Several indexes are provided, including by tune and by topic; the vast majority of the
tunes can be found in any hymnal, while the topical index should be helpful when
looking for songs to suit a particular theme in the readings or liturgy.

LAUDATE
ESSENTIAL CHANTS FOR ALL MUSICIANS (A DISCOVERING CHANT
SUPPLEMENT)
James Jordan
Laudate is a collection of chants presented so all musicians—not only liturgists or
specialist singers—can explore a repertory so rich and extraordinary that it has
dominated and influenced musical composition for centuries, even to the present
day.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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Laudate is the companion volume to an important new pedagogical study of chant
and its uses in teaching and performance, Discovering Chant, by
Grammy-nominated Conductor James Jordan. Dr. Jordan is Professor of Conducting
and Senior Conductor at Westminster Choir College in Princeton, New Jersey. He is
conductor of The Westminster Schola Cantorum and the Westminster Williamson
Voices.

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk

LECTIONARY PSALMS
Michel Guimont

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound

Since 1994, the psalm refrain settings and psalm tones of Canadian composer
Michel Guimont have enjoyed wide popularity in North America.They have a
harmonic freshness and flexibility in performance that makes them a unique and
enduring contribution to the church’s song.[Text Wrapping Break]
This new edition offers another complete set of responsorial psalms for use
throughout the three-year Lectionary cycle. Using the Revised Grail
Psalms—designated to be the official English-language Psalter used in future
Roman Catholic liturgical books—each of the settings in this collection can be
performed using organ, piano, or guitar.The verses can be sung by a solo cantor
or by SATB choir.This current edition includes ten new refrain settings and seven
new psalm tones.While this collection may be used as a Lectionary psalter,
regardless of what musical resource is found in the pew, this edition is uniquely
linked to&#8239;Gather, Third Edition.&#8239;

Rights: World(Exclusive)

LOVE, BURN BRIGHT - MUSIC COLLECTION
Love, Burn Bright features finely crafted ritual music for celebrations throughout the
year that will quickly become beloved pieces in the life of your assembly. Original
compositions for Ascension, Holy Thursday, Good Friday, and imaginative settings of
acclamations for the revised marriage rite make this a collection you will turn to again
and again. Chris is at the top of his form, presenting songs with a strong sense of
melody and fresh contemporary style. Bring added dimension to your liturgical
repertoire with Chris de Silva’s latest collection of liturgical music.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Book
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Check out our website at
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THE LYRIC PSALTER, SOLEMNITIES,
FEASTS, AND OTHER OCCASIONS
REVISED GRAIL LECTIONARY PSALMS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

The Lyric Psalter&#8239;is a comprehensive resource from Tony Alonso and
Marty Haugen that includes lyrical settings of the complete three-year cycle of
Psalms from the&#8239;Lectionary for Mass. It uses texts from&#8239;The Revised
Grail Psalms,&#8239;designated to be the official English-language Psalter used in
future Roman Catholic liturgical books. These psalms are designed to be a
complete resource that will provide lyrical settings of the Lectionary psalms for
use in worship for the entire Lectionary cycle. Haugen and Alonso’s melodies,
both familiar and new, beautifully express the outpouring of deep personal
emotion communicated through these most ancient poems, songs, and prayers.
This comprehensive musical resource with which to cry out, will add variety and
beauty to your repertoire of responsorial psalms.[Text Wrapping Break]
The first edition in this series of four complete volumes includes psalms for
solemnities, feasts, and other occasions of the liturgical year like Thanksgiving,
Labor Day, and Independence Day.&#8239; The year C edition has been made
available in time for use during the 2013 liturgical year.&#8239; These psalms are
designed to be a complete resource that will provide lyrical settings of the
Lectionary psalms for use in worship for the entire Lectionary cycle. Be sure to
complete your library with years A and B to come.

THE LYRIC PSALTER, SOLEMNITIES,
FEASTS, AND OTHER OCCASIONS CHORAL REFRAINS
REVISED GRAIL LECTIONARY PSALMS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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The Lyric Psalter&#8239;is a comprehensive resource from Tony Alonso and Marty
Haugen that includes lyrical settings of the complete three-year cycle of Psalms
from the&#8239;Lectionary for Mass. It uses texts from&#8239;The Revised Grail
Psalms,&#8239;designated to be the official English-language Psalter used in future
Roman Catholic liturgical books. These psalms are designed to be a complete
resource that will provide lyrical settings of the Lectionary psalms for use in worship
for the entire Lectionary cycle. Haugen and Alonso’s melodies, both familiar and
new, beautifully express the outpouring of deep personal emotion communicated
through these most ancient poems, songs, and prayers. This comprehensive musical
resource with which to cry out, will add variety and beauty to your repertoire of
responsorial psalms.[Text Wrapping Break]
The first edition in this series of four complete volumes includes psalms for
solemnities, feasts, and other occasions of the liturgical year like Thanksgiving,
Labor Day, and Independence Day.&#8239; The year C edition has been made
available in time for use during the 2013 liturgical year.&#8239; These psalms are
designed to be a complete resource that will provide lyrical settings of the
Lectionary psalms for use in worship for the entire Lectionary cycle. Be sure to
complete your library with years A and B to come.

Check out our website at

www.hymnsam.co.uk

MANAGING MUSIC MINISTRY
BEYOND NOTES AND CHORDS
Stephen Petrunak
Fr Randall Phillips
Managing Music Ministry: Beyond the Notes and Chords confronts the everyday
issues faced by those managing a church music program. Divided into two sections,
this book covers not only the management of a music program but also the musical
and non-musical issues a music director encounters.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Together, Stephen Petrunak and Fr. Randall Phillips share their knowledge and
expertise gained collectively from more than 15 years of corporate experience, 40
years of music ministry leadership, and 30 years of priesthood. Petrunak guides
readers through the management of people, conflicts, financial resources, and time
while Fr. Phillips considers the spiritual elements of leading a music ministry. This
book is a practical, insightful guide for anyone managing a church music program.

MASS OF CREATION
A staple in parishes across the United States and abroad, this versatile and
beloved setting has come to be the most widely known among Catholics. It has
been hailed as the best Mass setting for use with organ or contemporary
ensemble. Chosen for its adaptability and familiarity among Catholics

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: CD-Audio
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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MASS OF CREATION - CHORAL /
ACCOMPANIMENT EDITION
A staple in parishes across the United States and abroad, this versatile and beloved
setting has come to be the most widely known among Catholics. It has been hailed as
the best Mass setting for use with organ or contemporary ensemble. Chosen for its
adaptability and familiarity among Catholics.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

MASS OF JOY AND PEACE - CHORAL /
ACCOMPANIMENT EDITION

Price:

Mass of Joy and Peace&#8239;weaves together gentle, melodic motifs and jubilant,
lilting rhythmic patterns eliciting a sense of quiet joy and blissful peace. The use of
repeated passages ensures ease of learning and quick retention for your assembly,
while the comfortable ranges of the three-part voicing (SAB) make this a great choice
for smaller choirs and ensembles. The graceful string and woodwind arrangements
overlay a delicate beauty, further enhancing this delightful and memorable liturgical
setting.
The Eucharistic Prayer edition includes the preface dialogue, preface, and Eucharistic
Prayer II along with the doxology.

Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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MELODIOUS ACCORD
GOOD SINGING IN CHURCH
Alice Parker

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

Melodious Accord&#8239;is a book that explores the importance of congregational
song and its impact on the people of God.
&#8239;
The wisdom that lies within seeks to light a fire under church musicians,
compelling them to reach higher, have higher expectations, and teach rather than
make excuses for poor participation.
&#8239;
Alice Parker’s passion for establishing and strengthening the congregation’s voice
explodes from the pages of this book and will inspire all who read it to renew their
efforts to engage their congregations and challenge them to come together—with
voices raised in one, sonorous, beautiful, melodious accord.

NEW SONGS OF CELEBRATION RENDER
CONGREGATIONAL SONG IN THE 21ST CENTURY
C. Michael Hawn
New Songs of Celebration Render&#8239;explores the essential yet profoundly
diverse role congregational song plays across cultures and denominations.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Hardback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

In his passionate pursuit of congregational song practices the world over, C. Michael
Hawn calls all who lead worship to consider the variety and wealth of congregational
music available to the church.
With this book—more than fifteen years in the making—Hawn brings together
renowned practitioners and scholars James Abbington, John L. Bell, Emily R. Brink,
Kathleen Harmon, Lim Swee Hong, Deborah Carlton Loftis, David W. Music, Greg
Scheer, and Pablo Sosa.
Together, they reveal their diverse repertoire and practices, allowing us not only to
find our own experiences mirrored within these pages but also to learn new
perspectives. The included compact disc features music representing this broad
range of repertoire.
Ultimately, this book is a profound call for worship leaders to open their ears, hearts,
and minds to the panorama of new music available to enliven the song of their
assembly.
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ONE IN LOVE AND PEACE
WEDDING MUSIC FOR PIANO, ORGAN, AND OPTIONAL INSTRUMENTS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

One in Love and Peace&#8239;is a comprehensive and practical collection of the
most frequently requested wedding instrumentals, including such classics as
“Canon in D” by Pachelbel, “Bridal Chorus” by Wagner, and “Ode to Joy” by
Beethoven.&#8239; Each of the twenty-three preludes, processionals, and
recessionals found in this compilation is arranged for both organ and
piano.&#8239;
The instrumental edition—sold separately—includes reproducible parts for
B&#9837; trumpet, C solo instrument, and string quartet. They are compatible with
both the piano and organ arrangements and with each other. A complete
recording is also available. Affordable enough to purchase multiple copies, these
demonstration CDs can be offered either on loan or as a gift to couples for use in
their selection process.&#8239;[Text Wrapping Break]
This versatile collection is perfect for any church musician. Helpful background
notes on each piece, the complete recording, and a variety of performance
options make&#8239;One in Love and Peace an essential resource for wedding
planning.
Each selection has a version for Organ and a version for Piano.

ONE IN LOVE AND PEACE - INSTRUMENT
EDITION
WEDDING MUSIC FOR PIANO, ORGAN, AND OPTIONAL INSTRUMENTS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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One in Love and Peace&#8239;is a comprehensive and practical collection of the
most frequently requested wedding instrumentals, including such classics as
“Canon in D” by Pachelbel, “Bridal Chorus” by Wagner, and “Ode to Joy” by
Beethoven.&#8239; Each of the twenty-three preludes, processionals, and
recessionals found in this compilation is arranged for both organ and
piano.&#8239;
The instrumental edition—sold separately—includes reproducible parts for
B&#9837; trumpet, C solo instrument, and string quartet. They are compatible with
both the piano and organ arrangements and with each other. A complete
recording is also available. Affordable enough to purchase multiple copies, these
demonstration CDs can be offered either on loan or as a gift to couples for use in
their selection process.&#8239;[Text Wrapping Break]
This versatile collection is perfect for any church musician. Helpful background
notes on each piece, the complete recording, and a variety of performance
options make&#8239;One in Love and Peace an essential resource for wedding
planning.
Each selection has a version for Organ and a version for Piano.
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OUR HEARTS ARE RESTLESS - MUSIC
COLLECTION
Ephrem Feeley’s second published collection Our Hearts Are Restless mirrors the
flexibility and variety of his first, Here in Christ We Gather. The music is flexible to
accompany the ritual action it accompanies, and the scoring allows for performance
by cantor or choir.
Above all, this is elegant liturgical music at the service of the liturgy. Ephrem’s
musical style sits comfortably between classical and contemporary, allowing for
immediate engagement by all.
Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Book
Rights: World(Exclusive)

OUT OF THE DEPTHS
70 FAVORITE GIA HYMNAL SELECTIONS FOR BASS CLEF INSTRUMENTS
Finally! A resource for your cello, bassoon, trombone, and other bass clef players
in your music ministry program! We've taken 70 classic GIA songs and hymns and
crafted arrangements that feature the melody, a lyric “tenor descant” line, and a
true bass line. Your players will appreciate the flexibility of being able to play the
melody or harmony lines in a clef, range, and style suitable for these foundational
instruments.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Book
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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PERFORMING RENAISSANCE MUSIC
Dennis Shrock
The Renaissance era, lasting from the mid 1400s to about 1630, is one of the most
distinctive and revolutionary periods in the arts, and music is no exception.
Composers like Dufay, Josquin, Tallis, Victoria, Palestrina, Gabrieli, Praetorius, and
Byrd were visionaries whose transformational music developed alongside the
paintings and sculptures of Botticelli, da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Raphael.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Hardback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

In this remarkable book, a companion to Performance Practices in the Classical Era
and Performance Practices in the Baroque Era, noted scholar and conductor Dennis
Shrock draws from primary sources to document and explain authentic performance
practices of Renaissance era music—in many cases eye opening and rarely
employed today.
Insightful chapters cover topics including vocal and instrumental sound, tempo,
articulation, phrasing, ornamentation, and expression. Like a restorer uncovering
the original brilliance of the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, Shrock’s work reveals the
rich and colorful nature of this wonderful music as originally intended.
Performing Renaissance Music—together with Shrock’s companion recording
Renaissance Reborn—is an insightful, colorful, and comprehensive portrait, certain
to assist anyone who seeks to better understand the music of the great Renaissance
composers. This book is a vital resource for any conductor, performer, or aficionado
of Renaissance music.

A PLACE AT THE TABLE - MUSIC
COLLECTION
Long a singing talent on the recordings of David Haas, Marty Haugen, and others,
Lori True now emerges as a bright new composer with a voice of her own
in&#8239;A Place at the Table.&#8239;This impressive debut by a major new
liturgical voice is a well-rounded collection of music you'll use again and again.

Price:

Texts by established hymn writers Ruth Duck, Brian Wren, and Sylvia Dunstan, as
well as original texts by the composer, are also paired with Lori's truly singable
melodies. Plus, this is simply a great-sounding collection.

Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Book
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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REJUVENATING SENIOR VOICES DIRECTOR'S EDITION
ENHANCING THE SOUND AND CONFIDENCE OF MATURE CHOIRS
Michael Kemp

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

How can choirs maintain and improve their sound and performance skills when they
have more mature members? Can older singers learn new techniques? Of course!
Here’s a much-needed, timely resource for directors of volunteer choirs. Instead of
telling members they’re “too old to sing,” now you can teach them to have better
singing posture, more reliable breath support, more accurate intonation, improved
blend, greater expressivity…and a wonderful sound.
With a wealth of information and exercises that will elevate the skill and sound of
your senior members, Michael Kemp shows how all voices can continue to be
valuable contributors to the success and enjoyment of the ensemble.&#8239;

Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)

REJUVENATING SENIOR VOICES - SINGER'S
EDITION
ENHANCING THE SOUND AND CONFIDENCE OF MATURE CHOIRS
Michael Kemp

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

How can choirs maintain and improve their sound and performance skills when they
have more mature members? Can older singers learn new techniques? Of course!
Here’s a much-needed, timely resource for directors of volunteer choirs. Instead of
telling members they’re “too old to sing,” now you can teach them to have better
singing posture, more reliable breath support, more accurate intonation, improved
blend, greater expressivity…and a wonderful sound.
With a wealth of information and exercises that will elevate the skill and sound of
your senior members, Michael Kemp shows how all voices can continue to be
valuable contributors to the success and enjoyment of the ensemble.&#8239;

Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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THE REVISED GRAIL PSALMS - SINGING
VERSION

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

“The Psalms provide a way into that unique chamber of the heart where one stands
most free and open before God.” -Abbot Gregory J. Polan, OSB[Text Wrapping
Break][Text Wrapping Break]This important translation—many years in the
making—is finally available to musicians, liturgists, and worshipers around the world.
It contains the complete Psalter in psalm order in a convenient quality paperback
format.[Text
Wrapping
Break][Text
Wrapping
Break]The
Revised
Grail
Psalms&#8239;received a&#8239;recognitio&#8239;from the Vatican's Congregation
for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments this past spring.[Text
Wrapping Break][Text Wrapping Break]The new translation brings the Grail Psalms in
line with contemporary principles of Scripture scholarship, matters of authentic
translation, and requirements for appropriate rendering for liturgical use. This
translation of the Psalms meets the requirements established in&#8239;Liturgiam
Authenticam, the 2001 Instruction issued by the Congregation for Divine Worship and
the Discipline of the Sacraments enunciating principles for preparing translations of
liturgical texts. This revision of the 1963 Grail Psalms has been prepared by the monks
of Conception Abbey under the direction of Abbot Gregory J. Polan, OSB, producing a
translation that will play an important part in the liturgy for years to come.&#8239;

REVIVAL, SPIRAL EDITION
TRADITIONAL HYMNS FOR CONTEMPORARY ENSEMBLES

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

Our best-selling resource at NPM 2017!
Revival is a long overdue resource that provides fresh accessible arrangements of
classic hymns for contemporary ensembles. Each arrangement is scored for SAB
choir, piano, guitar, and optional instrumental parts. For added texture, the final
stanza of each hymn includes an alternate harmonization of the accompaniment with
a soprano descant. These fourteen arrangements will open a whole new set of
treasured hymns to piano and guitar based ensembles. Compatible with the versions
founds in GIA’s most recent hymnals, each of these arrangements is intended to
support and inspire the sung prayer of the assembly. Every one will find a
comfortable home in your repertoire throughout the liturgical year!

Format: Spiral bound
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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SEASONS OF GRACE - VOLUME 7
Once again the magic of Paul Tate’s ability to blend contemporary Christian songs
with chant tunes and traditional hymn tunes is on display in his latest volume of
worship music for piano. Two new original interludes round out this collection,
making a satisfying edition for pianists everywhere as they lift the level of worship
at the keyboard.

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

SING AS CHRIST INSPIRES YOUR SONG
TOUCHSTONES FOR PASTORAL MUSICIANS
David Haas

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)

In this little book, well-known liturgical composer, pastoral musician, and author David
Haas provides parish musicians of every kind, shape, and musical style
preference—the parish music director, cantors, choir and ensemble singers,
instrumentalists, and yes, the singing and praying assembly —with touchstones and
meditations that can be a source of nurturing during the in-between times of serving
as ministers of sung prayer. These brief “sharings” are intended to plant seeds to
foster a renewed sense of joy and re-orientation for us who empower the prayer and
praise of God’s people: before and after liturgical celebrations, during rehearsals, as
conversation and discussion starters, and as points for reflection and challenge. The
ministry of pastoral music is, ultimately, about Jesus and how we encounter this Jesus
through the singing of our common song and prayer. We sing to be reminded of our
call to be disciples; to be transformed into something better than we are at this
present moment. In these pages, liturgical musicians will hopefully discover some
starting points to make to continue making the journey again, over and over, as if for
the first time
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Imprint: GIA Publications

SING WITH THE WORLD - SONGBOOK
EDITION

Format: Spiral bound

GLOBAL SONGS FOR CHILDREN

Price:

Rights: World(Exclusive)

Edited by
John Bell
Alison Adam
These global songs have been selected and edited by John Bell and Alison Adam,
members of the Iona Community in Scotland. Both John and Alison have extensive
experience teaching and singing world music with people of all ages. These songs are
accessible—many of them instantly singable—and they have been chosen for use
with children in a wide variety of worship and classroom situations. This handy
collection is a valuable tool to help enlighten children to the ways of other cultures
through the global language of music. Send the children home with these songs on
their lips and soon the adults will want to sing along! Includes:
• Words and music for 24 songs from 23 countries
• Options for simple harmony, descants, and cantor parts
• Simplified accompaniments suitable for student players
• Indigenous languages, as well as English translations and pronunciation help
• Suggested topics for each song, indexed for quick reference
Extensive notes containing thematic and worship suggestions

THE STRUCTURES AND MOVEMENT OF
BREATHING
A PRIMER FOR CHOIRS AND CHORUSES

Price:

This enlightening handbook is designed to provide choir members clear and concise
information about their breathing so that they may sing with optimal enjoyment and
beauty. Featuring dozens of detailed illustrations and explanations, this book is a
crucial tool to anyone on a quest for phenomenal sound. Crucial to this quest is
understanding how our own bodies work to produce sound through a technique known
as Body Mapping. This handbook is perfect for use during choir warm-ups and
rehearsals.

Imprint: GIA Publications
Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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SUNDAY SONGS
EASY PIANO SOLOS OF FAVORITE CHURCH SONGS

Price:
Imprint: GIA Publications

Sunday Songs takes your favorite hymns, old and new, and makes them
accessible for the beginning pianist of any age. The pieces are arranged for the
student who already has a grasp of notes in the treble and bass clef, and who
understands basic rhythms and time signatures. The keys are simple (most of the
pieces are in C, F, G, or D) and there are few accidentals. While not intended for
use by congregational accompanists, students may enjoy humming along as they
play these familiar tunes where the melody is prominent in the right hand.
Teachers may want to use these arrangements as sight-reading exercises for
their intermediate students. The music is a slightly larger print than our standard
editions to make the notes easier to read, and most of the arrangements contain
no page turns. Suggested fingerings are supplied throughout.

Format: Paperback
Rights: World(Exclusive)
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ORDER FORM
Norwich Books and Music , 13a Hellesdon Park Road, Norwich, NR6 5DR, UK

Invoice Address:

Delivery Address:

Order Ref:

Shipper:

Contact:

Rep:

Special Instructions:

QTY

TITLE

AUTHOR

After the Rain

Jeanne Cotter

ISBN 13

Paperback

Arise, Come to Your God

Spiral bound

As Nighttime Falls

Spiral bound

The Cantor's Art

Paperback

The Cantor's Book of Gospel Acclamations - Volume 1

Spiral bound

Cantor's Book of Gospel Acclamations - Volume 2

Spiral bound

A Cappella Carols for Sidewalk Carolers

Paperback

Child of Wonder

Marty Haugen

Hardback

Colours

Chris de Silva

Spiral bound

Colours 2

Chris de Silva

Spiral bound

Come Gather and Worship - Volume 1

Mark Hayes

Coming Home

Paperback
Paperback

The Complete Choral Warm-Up Sequences

James Jordan/ Jesse Borower

Discovering Chant

James Jordan

The Ecumenical Grail Psalter - Singing Version

Spiral bound
Hardback
Paperback

Encounter

Spiral bound

Encounter - Script edition

Paperback

Five Psalms for the Communion Procession

Miscellaneous
print

Gathered to Worship - Volume 3

Spiral bound

Gathering the Gifts: Building a Program

Paperback

Habits of a Successful Choir Director

Paperback

Handbook for Cantors, Revised edition

Diana Kodner Gokce

I Will Bring You Home

David Haas

Innovative Warm-Ups for the Volunteer Choir - Director's edition

Michael Kemp

Spiral bound

Innovative Warm-ups for the Volunteer Choir - Singer's edition

Michael Kemp

Paperback

Jubilate Deo

Paperback
Paperback

Paperback

Jubilate Deo - Accompaniment

Spiral bound

Known Unknowns

Spiral bound

Laudate

James Jordan

Lectionary Psalms

Michel Guimont

Love, Burn Bright - Music Collection

Chris de Silva

The Lyric Psalter, Solemnities, Feasts, and Other Occasions

Managing Music Ministry

Paperback
Spiral bound
Book
Spiral bound

The Lyric Psalter, Solemnities, Feasts, and Other Occasions - Choral
Refrains

Paperback
Stephen Petrunak/ Fr Randall Phillips

Paperback

Mass of Creation

CD-Audio

Mass of Creation - Choral / Accompaniment edition

Paperback

Mass of Joy and Peace - Choral / Accompaniment edition

Paperback

Melodious Accord

Alice Parker

New Songs of Celebration Render

C. Michael Hawn

One in Love and Peace

Paperback
Hardback
Spiral bound

* Indicates that a title is POD (Print on Demand) in the UK
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One in Love and Peace - Instrument edition
Our Hearts Are Restless - Music Collection

Spiral bound
Ephrem Feeley

Book

Performing Renaissance Music

Dennis Shrock

Hardback

A Place at the Table - Music Collection

Lori True

Rejuvenating Senior Voices - Director's edition

Michael Kemp

Spiral bound

Rejuvenating Senior Voices - Singer's Edition

Michael Kemp

Paperback

Out of the Depths

Book

Book

The Revised Grail Psalms - Singing Version

Paperback

Revival, Spiral edition

Spiral bound

Seasons of Grace - Volume 7

Paul Tate

Sing as Christ Inspires Your Song

David Haas

Sing with the World - Songbook edition

John Bell/ Alison Adam

Paperback
Paperback
Spiral bound

The Structures and Movement of Breathing

Paperback

Sunday Songs

Paperback
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